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ABSTRACT

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy measurements were performed on naturally

dried cotton cloth, and a recently developed analytical technique for fractal

analysis of water structures was applied to obtain existential states and locations

of water molecules in the material. Three relaxation processes observed in GHz,

MHz, and kHz frequency regions were attributed to dynamic behaviors of

hydrogen bonding networks (HBNs) of water and interacting molecules, poly-

mer chains with interacting ion and water molecules, and ions restricted on the

interfaces of larger structures, respectively. Water molecules were heteroge-

neously distributed in the cotton cloth, and the HBNs remained as a broad GHz

frequency process. Fractal analysis suggested that water molecules distributed

in the material were characterized by a small value (0.55) of the Cole–Cole

relaxation time distribution parameter, indicating spatial distribution of HBN

fragments with various sizes in cotton cloth. This result was also supported by

the T2 relaxation time obtained from nuclear magnetic resonance for naturally

dried cotton yarn. Comparing previous results of dielectric relaxation mea-

surements and fractal analysis with the s–b diagram for various aqueous sys-

tems, the results determined that water molecules cannot exist inside cellulose

microfibrils. The fractal analysis employed in this work can be applied to

dynamic water structures in any material. The presented analytical technique

with a universal s–b diagram is expected to be an effective tool to clarify water

structure detail even for heterogeneous hydrations of the low water content

substances.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Introduction

Cotton materials are naturally derived substances

used in our daily lives. Since the structure and

physical property are affected by the water content,

the hydration structure and mechanism in cotton

[1–3] and the main component, cellulose [4–9] and

related materials [10, 11] have been extensively

studied. However, since water molecules form vari-

ous water structures interacting with surrounding

molecules form various water structures, there exist

difficulties in observation and analyzing those

behaviors in detail, and various approaches are still

required.

One of the authors (T. I.) has recently presented a

hydration model of cotton cloth to explain the hard-

ening effect of dry cotton rag from the wet state [1–3].

The hardening effect disappears with mechanical

stimulus, and it is not shown in the completely dry

state. These results suggest that the hardening effect

brought by water molecules is not explained by only

the average water content but also the spatial

distribution of water molecules in the dry sample.

The model shows that the stiffness of cotton cloth is

caused by a cross-linked network between single

fibers mediated by capillary adhesion of bound water

on the surface of cellulose. However, it is difficult to

evaluate the spatial distribution of water molecules in

a low water content sample especially for such

heterogeneous materials.

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) [12] is

recognized as one of most effective tools to study

hydration structures of various moist materials,

including biological systems [13, 14]. The GHz

relaxation process, generally observed for water

[15–17] and aqueous polymer systems [18–21], exhi-

bits a decrease in the relaxation frequency with

decreasing water content. In other words, water

molecules involved in moist materials, such as poly-

mer–water systems, show a plasticizer effect in which

water molecules increase mobility of both water

molecules and local polymer chains with increase in

water content [21, 22]. Decreases in molecular

mobility, typically observed with reduced water

content and temperature, are often accompanied by
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structural formations called slow dynamics. Dielec-

tric measurements for the GHz process of aqueous

materials provide meaningful information about

dynamic behaviors of water structures. Dielectric

spectroscopy has been applied to hydration studies

on cellulose [9] and related materials [10, 11]. Zhao

et al. reported that BDS and nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) measurements of wide regions of

temperature and water content suggested various

states of restricted water molecules [9].

In the low water content region, however, relax-

ation processes with low dielectric constant become

broader, and their overlap tends to induce ambigui-

ties and make systematic and universal interpretation

difficult especially for heterogeneous materials like

cotton cloth. The problem is even more common for

low water content substances. Therefore, it is desired

to apply an effective approach that can be utilized to

clarify various water structures for any materials in

combination. There are few universal and accurate

methodologies for comparing the hydration pro-

cesses of materials with different chemical structures

other than fractal analysis applied to GHz frequency

process observed by dielectric spectroscopy mea-

surements for moist substances [23–27]. The relax-

ation mechanism of the GHz frequency process has

been explained by cooperative exchanges in hydro-

gen bonding networks (HBNs) for hydrogen bonding

liquid and mixtures [21, 28]. Fractal behaviors char-

acterized by the lower fractal dimension were usually

shown for more heterogeneous systems [14, 29, 30].

This result means that HBNs tend to remain even in

the lower water content region for more heteroge-

neous systems and the analysis suggests an applica-

tion to evaluate the spatial distribution of water

molecules in HBN fragments. Details of the physical

meaning and application of fractal analysis are

described in the following section.

In the present study, we examined a practical

methodology of fractal analysis with the BDS mea-

suring technique to clarify spatial distributions and

fluctuations of water molecules in HBN fragments for

cotton cloth. The water structures thus obtained by

fractal analysis were also confirmed by the transverse

relaxation time, T2, obtained by NMR measurements

for cotton yarn. The consistency of the hydration

model is also considered. Combinations of these

evaluation techniques at different scales of observa-

tion are also expected to offer additional information

for obtaining detailed water structures [14, 29–31].

Fractal analysis of water structures

Conventional fractal analysis of water
structures with dielectric spectroscopy

Mixtures of polymers and hydrogen bonding sol-

vents, like water, exhibit a GHz frequency process

and another process, observed at frequencies around

100 times lower at typical temperatures, due to chain

dynamics [21]. The GHz frequency process is often

described by symmetric relaxation curves described

by the Cole–Cole relaxation function [32],

e� � e
0
1

e0S � e01
¼ 1

1 þ ðjxsÞb
; ð0\b� 1Þ; ð1Þ

where the complex dielectric constant, e � ð¼ e0 � jeÞ,
is normalized by the relaxation strength,

Deð¼ e
0
s � e

0
1Þ; e

0
s and e

0
1 are the low and high-fre-

quency limits of the dielectric constant, respectively; j

is the imaginary unit; x is the angular frequency; s is

the relaxation time; and b is the Cole–Cole symmetric

relaxation time distribution parameter. When the b
value is unity, the relaxation process is described by

the Debye equation [33]. By contrast, the lower-fre-

quency process due to local chain dynamics of

polymers often exhibits asymmetric curves described

using the Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts function [34],

Havriliak–Negami function [35], etc.

However, both processes are often affected by

opposite components because of the inter-molecular

interactions. Thus, the high-frequency process also

reflects the local parts of the chain, and the low-fre-

quency process also contains solvent molecules

attached to the polymer chains. Since the degree of

these interactions is dependent on the respective

mixtures, there still exist a lot of investigations on

liquid structures. The GHz frequency process can

sometimes be treated by two or three Debye-type

processes for precise fitting procedures.

In the present work, we characterize fluctuation of

dynamic behaviors of HBNs and dispersion of their

locations as a hydration model of cotton cloth. In this

case, it is not suitable to allocate many Debye pro-

cesses to express a broad relaxation process, even for

materials with low water content. The explanation of

liquid structures by several Debye processes with

similar relaxation times is not suitable for the

heterogeneous and fluctuating structures of liquids

treated in the present work.
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Generally, conventional analysis of water struc-

tures using dielectric spectroscopy for aqueous

polymer solutions examines three relaxation param-

eters ðs; b; and DeÞfor the GHz relaxation process as

independent variables. Figure 1 a and b shows typi-

cal model behaviors of water content dependence for

relaxation time, s, and its distribution parameter, b
respectively. However, the common solvent, water,

in the mixtures should exhibit characteristic trajec-

tories of slow dynamics with decrease in water con-

tent, as shown in Fig. 1c [14, 19]. Therefore, water

content dependencies of the relaxation parameters,

shown in Fig. 1a and b, cannot be sufficiently char-

acterized for water structures. The relationship

between the parameters should be determined to

characterize the water structures shown in Fig. 1c

and their physical meaning.

The relationship between the parameters can be

described from a simple ergodic hypothesis for the

time response function reflecting geometric fractal

structures [23, 24],

b ¼ dG
2

ln sxSð Þ
ln s=s0ð Þ ; ð2Þ

where s0 is the cutoff time of the scaling in the time

domain and dG is the fractal dimension of the point

set where relaxing units are interacting with the sta-

tistical reservoir. In Eq. (2),

xS ¼ 2dE G
2=dG DS=R

2
0 ð3Þ

is the characteristic frequency of the self-diffusion

process, where dE is the Euclidean dimension, Ds is

the self-diffusion coefficient, R0 is the cut-off size of

the scaling in the space, and G is a geometrical

coefficient approximately equal to unity.

Equation (2) indicates a hyperbolic relation

between the average relaxation time and its distri-

bution parameter, as shown in Fig. 1c. The s–b dia-

gram of the fractal analysis suggests a reasonable

comparison of the relaxation time distribution

parameter at the same average relaxation time for any

aqueous system. The intercept on the vertical axis of

the asymptote parallel to the horizontal axis of the

hyperbola in the figure corresponds to the fractal

dimension. Curve C shows a higher value of fractal

dimension than do curves A and B. It is clearly

indicated that the result of fractal analysis in Fig. 1c

may be quite different from the conventional water

content dependencies discussed using Fig. 1a and b.

Although the physical meanings obtained from

fractal analysis are important, these treatments are

not easy since accurate dielectric measurements in a

wide frequency range, from higher to lower fre-

quencies, are difficult, especially in the case of

materials with low water content. In addition, the

fractal dimension obtained by the analysis often

appears to be a nonsensical result, such as the small

value (less than unity) usually shown for protein

solutions. However, recent applications of fractal

analysis for various moist materials, including bio-

logical materials and cement materials, have solved

this problem and made fractal analysis a practical

analytical technique for water structures [14, 30, 36].

Recent developments of fractal analysis

A physical picture of HBN dynamics for the molec-

ular mechanism of the GHz frequency process was

supported by dielectric studies of hydrogen bonding

materials [21, 28]. The concept of HBNs also clarifies

how a water structure should be considered by

fractal analysis [30]. When fractal analysis was first

considered, two-dimensional networks of hydrogen

bonds among water molecules were discussed, and

Eqs. 2 and 3 were derived since the maximum value

of the fractal dimension was 2 [23, 24]. Though this

value can be easily modified by the correction

parameter, we maintain the original form here. In

fact, various fractal analyses extensively developed

Figure 1 Examples of concentration dependences of a relaxation

time and b the relaxation time distribution parameter for model

materials, A, B, and C. c The relaxation time dependence of its

distribution parameter for the same model materials. Red and blue

dotted lines represent conventional and current analysis,

respectively. (Adapted from Fig. 3 in [30]).
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since the 1980s have generally been considered less

suitable for characterization after detailed evaluation

of the physical properties of substances. Then, in

actual analyses, the relative values and their changes

are usually much more important than the absolute

value of the fractal dimension.

The HBN dynamics model suggests that the

molecular mechanism of the GHz process is a rate

process of exchanges in HB and the relaxation time

becomes larger with decrease in number density of

HBs cite. Then, the physical pictures of restricted

dynamics of bound water molecules, often shown for

hydration studies, suggest that the water molecules

are not restricted by the HB itself but by the decrease

in the number density of HB sites [21, 28]. This

property also corresponds to the plasticizer effect of

water molecules to interacting polymer chains

[21, 22].

It has been recently confirmed that the value of the

fractal dimension of HBNs could be determined from

the box-counting method [14]. In general, the value of

fractal dimension determined by observations is

dependent on the length scale used in the observation

technique. Using observation techniques with small

length scales, any structure should have a maximum

fractal dimension of 3. In that sense, there exist no

absolute values of fractal dimension, and characteri-

zation of structures is always obtained as relative

values of fractal dimension dependent on the obser-

vation techniques. This universal property of fractal

analysis is also available, even in cases that do not

deal directly with length scales, such as dielectric

spectroscopy [30]. Since length and time scales are

indirectly interrelated through the dynamic nature of

complex systems, no observation method can be

completely independent from both length and time

scales. Therefore, fractal analysis by dielectric spec-

troscopy suggests that the trajectories shown in

Fig. 1c reflect how the HBN is fragmented and how

water molecules are dispersed in materials.

As a result of the above confirmation of the char-

acteristic feature of fractal analysis, an advanced

analytical technique can be conducted by using the

results we have obtained thus far. Even if the abso-

lute value of the fractal dimension is not determined

from analysis of the hyperbola in Fig. 1c, the possible

value of the fractal dimension can be estimated from

the location of plots and a single plot on the s–b
diagram. The existence state of water molecules can

then be discussed as the degree of HBN

fragmentations. Using previous fractal analysis

obtained for various aqueous systems, even a single

plot on the s–b diagram can characterize the water

structure from comparisons with various trajectories.

The methodology of fractal analysis is also available

for other symmetric relaxation processes with relax-

ation mechanisms observed in lower frequencies,

such as structured water molecules [36] and ion

dynamics on the interface [37]. These examinations

make fractal analysis more universal and an effective

analytical technique.

Materials and methods

Preparation of cotton cloth and yarn

Plain-woven parts of cotton towels (TW220, Takei

Corp. Japan) were used as sample cloth. Before the

experiment, these fibers were pre-washed completely

using two methods (referred to as methods A and B)

to remove all fiber-treatment agents used to manu-

facture the fibers. After pre-washing, the cotton

cloths were purified with a mixed bed type of ion-

exchanged resins (501-X8, manufactured by Bio-Rad,

USA) to remove ionic components, such as Ca2?,

Mg2?, Na?, and K?, in the cloth. Elemental analysis

after purification was below 10 mg kg-1.

In Method A, samples were pre-washed using a

fully automatic washing machine (NA-F702P, Pana-

sonic Corp. Japan). Twenty-four cotton towels and

52.22 g of nonionic detergent (Emulgen108, Kao

Corp. Japan, 10% aqueous solution) were put into the

washing machine with 47 L of water and washed

according to the following two steps: (1) samples

were washed for 9 min (with water containing the

above-mentioned nonionic detergent), rinsed twice

with water, and spin-dried for 3 min (this step was

repeated thrice); and (2) samples were then washed

for 9 min (with water only), rinsed twice with water,

and spun dried for 3 min (this step was repeated

twice).

In Method B, samples were pre-washed with

organic solvents. Cotton towels were first cut into

pieces (8 cm 9 8 cm) and pre-washed using Method

A. Then, the samples were washed again and stirred

in 300 mL CHCl3/MeOH (1:1 wt. ratio) for 5 min in a

beaker; this process was repeated 5 times. For

polyester faille and cotton yarns, only solvent wash-

ing was applied.
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For a desalination procedure, the same weight of

ion exchange resin (AG�501-X8, Bio-Rad) as the

cotton samples was added to 2 L of ultrapure water

(Milli-Q water, Millipore) and stirred for 1 or 10 days.

The obtained were then air-dried on a clean bench

with 45% relative humidity (RH) for about 5 days.

Samples were kept in the laboratory at a constant

temperature and humidity of 23 ± 1 �C and

50% ± 1% RH before all measurements.

Broadband dielectric relaxation
measurements for cotton cloth

High-frequency dielectric spectroscopy measure-

ments were performed by our original time domain

reflectometry (TDR) method with a digitizing oscil-

loscope mainframe (86100C, Agilent Technologies)

for wet samples in the frequency range of 100 MHz

up to 30 GHz. For dried samples, another mainframe

(54120B, Hewlett-Packard) with Four Channel Test

Set (HP 54124A) in the frequency range of 100 MHz

up to 10 GHz was used. The electrode used for the

present work was handmade open-ended coaxial

electrodes with an outer conductor having an outer

diameter of 2.2 mmu. After calibration procedures,

measurements were performed with ultrapure water

(Milli-Q, Millipore) and 1, 4-dioxane for wet and

dried reference samples, respectively. The flat end of

a semirigid coaxial electrode was set up to have good

contact with the sample surface, and dielectric mea-

surements were performed three times for each

sample to confirm the reproducibility of the contact at

21 ± 1 �C and 50 ± 1% RH. Details on dielectric

relaxation measurements with TDR systems were

described in our previous papers [14, 30, 38].

For dielectric measurements in the lower and

middle frequency regions, an Alpha-A-Analyzer

(Novocontrol, 10 mHz to 10 MHz), LCR meter

(E4980E, Agilent Technologies, 20 Hz to 3 MHz),

impedance analyzer (IA: 4294A, Agilent Technolo-

gies, 40 Hz to 110 MHz), and impedance/material

analyzer (IMA: HP4291B, Hewlett-Packard, 1 MHz to

1.8 GHz) were employed.

To examine the effect of deionization, an Alpha-A-

Analyzer with handmade three-terminal parallel-

plate electrodes (diameter: 10 mmu) and an LCR

meter with three-terminal parallel-plate electrodes

(A-type electrode with a diameter of 38 mmu,

16451B, Hewlett-Packard) were used. Cotton cloth

samples set into the electrodes were placed in a

chamber regulated to constant humidity/tempera-

ture, as shown in Fig. 2. The C0 values were

approximately 1.4 and 20 pF for the Alpha-A-Ana-

lyzer and LCR meter, respectively.

For other measurements, IA and IMA measure-

ments were performed with handmade two-terminal

parallel-plate electrodes inside the SMA-type con-

nector, as shown in Fig. 3. The C0 value was about

0.45pF.

T2 relaxation measurements for cotton cloth
relaxation and measurements of nuclear
magnetic resonance for cotton yarns

NMR measurements were performed by a 400-MHz

NMR (Ascend 400WB, Bruker) with a 5-mm-diameter

NMR tube to obtain the T2 relaxation time for cotton

yarn samples. The Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill

(CPMG) method [39] was used to determine the T2

relaxation time with 32 times integration. After

acquisition of the background signals, the difference

from the obtained sample signal was analyzed.

The cotton yarns were kept in a constant temper-

ature and humidity chamber at 50 ± 5% RH and

23 ± 2 �C for about 1 week in advance. For prepa-

ration of humidified samples, one end of the sample

Figure 2 BDS measurement system with measurement devise

(blue frame) for cotton cloth samples controlled at constant

temperature and humidity in chamber (red frame) with three-

terminal parallel-plate electrodes (green frame): a schematic

diagram and b photograph of the entire system.
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tube was cut and both ends were opened; the sample

tube was kept in a desiccator with 98% RH for

1 week. The tube was sealed again with silicon putty

before NMR measurements. Averaged results were

obtained by using three to eight samples under each

condition. In addition, some samples were vacuum-

dried at room temperature for about 1 week and then

allowed to stand in a constant temperature and

humidity chamber again to confirm reproducibility.

Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows relaxation curves obtained by TDR

measurements for wet cotton cloths with different

numbers of sheets. The sheet samples were placed on

an open-ended electrode facing up. In the case of a

small number of sample sheets, smaller permittivity

was observed as the electric field pattern passed

through the sample and reached the air. This result

suggested that at least five sheets are necessary for

TDR measurements. Then, eight sheets obtained by

folding three times were used in the following

measurements.

As shown in Fig. 4, a GHz frequency process at

around 10 GHz and a higher frequency tail of the

MHz frequency process were observed. Considering

the typical experimental results obtained for moist

materials in the frequency range, the GHz frequency

process is attributed to cooperative dynamics of

water molecules. In the present paper, the molecular

mechanism of HBN dynamics is considered for the

GHz frequency process.

Figure 5 shows relaxation curves obtained by

lower-frequency measurements for naturally dried

samples of cotton cloths with and without deioniza-

tion procedure. The relaxation curves clearly show

that ion dynamics have enlarged contributions of dc

conductivity and all relaxation processes including

the higher frequency processes, and respective pro-

cesses must be obscured by the ionic process without

deionization. Thus, samples of cotton cloths used in

the present study were sufficiently deionized before

measurements.

Figures 4 and 5 show three relaxation processes

observed in the GHz, MHz, and kHz frequency

regions and another process due to electrode polar-

ization in the lowest frequency region, even for dry

cotton cloth samples. These results are supported by

a recent work by Zhao et al. [9], even though they

analyzed more detailed fitting analysis for each pro-

cess in wide temperature and water content regions.

Part of their results for cellulose samples seems to

Figure 3 Dielectric relaxation measuring system for cotton cloth

samples with handmade two-terminal parallel-plate electrodes

inside the SMA connector: a cross section, b photograph of parts,

and c mainframe.

Figure 4 GHz frequency process with the higher frequency tail of

the MHz frequency process observed by TDR measurements for

cloth samples. The numbers in the figure indicate the number of

cloth sample sheets.
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reflect some ion dynamics. Our recent work also

indicated that these ionic behaviors on interfaces can

be observed, even in the MHz frequency region, for

small-scale heterogeneities [37].

Measurement error is inevitable, especially around

1 MHz in BDS measurements since the measurement

principals of higher frequency transmission line and

lower-frequency electric circuit measurements are

essentially different and switch around 1 MHz. In

addition, hard materials with low dielectric loss and

wide relaxation time distributions in the dry state

make measurement and analysis difficult because of

contact problems between electrodes and samples

with large-scale heterogeneities of cotton cloth.

Therefore, in Fig. 6, the value of the dielectric

constant, e010 MHz, on the highest frequency side

(* 10 MHz) obtained in Fig. 5 was plotted against

the water content. The high-frequency limit of the

dielectric constant in the lower-frequency measure-

ments describes the remaining relaxation strength for

high-frequency processes in the higher frequency

region. Compared with the proportional relationship,

indicated by the dashed line for high water content

samples, the solid line obtained for plots of the low

water content samples clearly shows a smaller slope.

Even while considering the presence of air in the low

water content sample, the dielectric constant still

seems small. This result indicates that there is

another relaxation process on the high-frequency

side, in addition to the relaxation process observed in

the frequency domain up to the MHz region. As is

often seen in dispersion systems, the relaxation pro-

cess due to dynamic behaviors of HBNs of water with

cellulose molecules observed in the GHz frequency

region for the cotton cloth sample widens the tail on

the lower-frequency side, maintaining the average

relaxation time.

Recent understanding in the relaxation mechanism

of the GHz frequency process of water with HBNs

can be associated with a model wherein water

molecules heterogeneously distributed in the cotton

cloth exhibit a broad relaxation process. However,

the dielectric properties of dry cotton cloths have not

yet been clarified in detail, especially between the

10 GHz range and 10 MHz range processes. This is

because of the difficulty that observation techniques

have in replacing measuring principals and ambi-

guities in heterogeneous hydration. It is difficult to

expect an effective improvement in measurement

accuracy at present, and it is difficult to capture some

changes in the hydration state with clear relaxation

peaks, especially for low water content samples.

Therefore, it is effective to confirm how GHz fre-

quency data continue to the lower-frequency region

Figure 5 Lower-frequency processes observed for dried samples

of cotton cloths with and without deionization. The dotted lines

show respective processes due to dc conductivity, electrode

polarization, and interfacial polarization from the lower-frequency

side.

Figure 6 Water content dependency of the dielectric constant,

e0 010 MHz, at the higher frequency side (* 10 MHz) for the lower

relaxation processes. Dashed and solid lines were obtained for

humid and dried samples, respectively.
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and to perform data analysis that makes full use of

the characteristics of broadband data.

Another series of dielectric measurements, in a

middle frequency region from 1 MHz up to 1 GHz,

were added to compensate a part of the spectra in

Fig. 7, which shows a BDS spectrum for a dry sample

of cotton cloth. Plots for three independent observa-

tions are shown for a GHz frequency process

obtained from TDR measurements. Though data

scattering and systematic errors appearing between

the two different series of measuring systems were

eliminated at * 1 MHz, experimental errors at *
100 MHz with large scattering from TDR measure-

ments could not be sufficiently reduced. Since a low-

loss sample of 1,4-dioxane is used as the standard

sample for calibration in dielectric measurements, the

complex dielectric constant thus obtained indicated

the existence of the GHz frequency process, although

large scattering of data was observed. The error in the

measurement data is mainly due to the low quality of

the contact between the small size electrodes required

for high-frequency measurements and the cotton

cloth sample. This is unavoidable, especially in a fiber

sample with low water content. Furthermore, the use

of logarithmic scale graphs to show the entire data

also makes the error remarkable. The validity of the

small permittivity values obtained will be further

discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

Figure 7 shows that the BDS spectra could be

obtained from suitable fitting procedures with a

small contribution from the frequency region from

10 MHz up to 1 GHz in the entire BDS spectra. This

procedure combined several measuring sub-systems,

and it is certainly an advantage of BDS measure-

ments. Figure 7 also clearly shows that the decreasing

behavior of the dielectric constant continues in the

broad frequency region, from the kHz to GHz

regions.

Fitting procedures were applied with high-fre-

quency data obtained from the average of three TDR

measurements, as shown in Fig. 8. Though the aver-

aging procedures were not sufficiently effective to

reduce the experimental error by simple static treat-

ments of the three measurements, the GHz, MHz,

and kHz processes, with broad distributions of

Figure 7 BDS spectrum obtained from three sub-systems in their

respective frequency regions for a dried sample of cotton cloth.

The solid line was obtained from the fitting procedure of Eq. (4).

Figure 8 BDS spectrum obtained from three sub-systems in their

respective frequency regions for a dry sample of cotton cloth with

the average TDR measurement data. The solid line was obtained

from the fitting procedure of Eq. (4).
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relaxation time, have overlapped each other in the

entire frequency region with the low-frequency pro-

cess due to electrode polarization.

The relaxation curves obtained by BDS measure-

ments were analyzed by fitting procedures using the

following equation:

e� ¼ e0 � je00

¼ e1 þ DeE

1 þ jxsEð ÞbE
þ De1

1 þ jxs1ð Þb1
þ De2

1 þ jxs2ð Þb2

þ De3

1 þ jxs3ð Þb3
� j

rDC

e0 x
; ð0\b� 1Þ

ð4Þ

where r is the direct current (dc) conductivity and e0

is the dielectric constant of vacuum. The subscripts 1,

2, and 3 in Eq. (4) indicate the relaxation process

around 10 kHz, 10 MHz, and 10 GHz, respectively,

and the subscript E indicates the process due to

electrode polarization. The relaxation parameters for

the GHz process are listed with those average values

in Table 1. In the present paper, we focus on the

discussion of water structures from the relaxation

parameters obtained for the GHz process using the

fractal concept.

Table 1 indicates a relaxation time value (3 ps) that

is smaller than that for usual bulk water (8 ps). It is

considered that the small value was easily induced

by fitting procedures for the broadening GHz fre-

quency processes without a clear loss peak in the

high-frequency region. Here, we did not use any

restrictions to maintain the relaxation time of 3 ps

since it was important to confirm a relative change in

the dielectric constant and loss for the lower-fre-

quency side of the GHz process. The b value is

determined from the slope of the lower-frequency

side of the GHz process in the absorption curve [40].

Considering that the water content of dry cotton

cloths kept under typical laboratory condition is

about 5%, the values of relaxation strength of the

GHz frequency process of around 1.2–1.3 were still

smaller than those expected from a simple propor-

tional relationship with the water content. It is

reasonable to consider that these smaller values

reflect air included in the cotton cloths and the lower-

frequency shift of dynamic behaviors of water

molecules restricted with cellulose chains. In our

present model of hydration, we do not need to dis-

tinguish the two kinds of dynamic behaviors of water

molecules as one from the lower-frequency tail of the

GHz frequency process and another from MHz pro-

cesses [9, 41]. This is because the two broadening

relaxation time distributions sufficiently overlap [42].

Though the b value of 0.55 is smaller than usual for

moist materials, it is difficult to make exact and rea-

sonable comparisons with hydration structures of

other materials, as explained for Fig. 1.

Therefore, more detailed discussion of hydration is

expected to be obtain from the s–b diagram in Fig. 9

for the GHz frequency process of the cotton cloth.

Though the b value itself means the time correlation

behavior of HBN dynamics, the combination with the

relaxation time suggests the spatial fractal structures

of HBNs as shown by Eq. (2). Abbreviations for the

various aqueous materials used in Fig. 9 and related

references are shown in the figure caption. A b value

of 0.55 has been obtained for conventional dispersion

systems reported thus far; however, the combination

of such small value, 0.55, and the small relaxation

time obtained for GHz process has not been reported

so far. Even if we consider the error, indicated as an

arrow, for the relaxation time, the plot for the cotton

cloth shown in Fig. 9 still clearly indicates a value of

b smaller than that of typical materials.

The smaller fractal dimension means broad spatial

distribution of HBN fragmentations with various

sizes, which is generally shown as typical behavior of

dispersion systems [14]. It is also emphasized that

cotton cloth does not show the usual lower-frequency

shift of GHz frequency process that is shown in

typical solution systems. The characteristic behavior

of cotton cloth is the retaining of HBNs with an

aggregation structure of water molecules, even in the

dry state, and fragmentations of the HBN at the same

Table 1 Relaxation

parameters obtained from three

TDR measurements for

naturally dried samples with

eight sheets of thrice-folded

cotton cloth

Measurement Relaxation strength Relaxation time Relaxation time distribution parameter

De s(ps) b

1st 1.23 3.02 0.55

2nd 1.29 3.02 0.55

3rd 1.29 3.02 0.55

Average 1.27 3.02 0.55
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time. The size of aggregations is probably considered

to be more than 1 nm, corresponding to five or six

water molecules. The existence of water molecules

with different mobilities was also observed by NMR

T2 relaxation measurements.

Figure 10 shows plots of the intensity, M(t), against

the echo time, t, obtained from NMR T2 measure-

ments with the CPMG method for the humid sample

kept under 98% RH. The echo time dependence of the

decay could not be explained by a single exponential

function. Thus, the decay curve was expressed by

following bi-exponential behavior, given by

MðtÞ ¼ Afe
� t

T2f

� �
þ Ase

� t
T2s

� �
; ð5Þ

where the first and second terms indicate the fast and

slow components of the decay, respectively.

Figure 10 shows that the bi-exponential function

describes the decay behavior well, except for the

larger echo time region where the signal decays and

is hidden in the error.

The bi-exponential analysis applied for all samples

with Eq. (5) suggested that T2s and T2f values for the

humid samples are 16.4 and 2.4 ms, respectively.

These values decreased to 9.5 and 0.72 ms for the dry

sample. It is reasonable to consider that the mobility

of water molecules interacting with cellulose mole-

cules increases with increase in water content, as

shown in typical aqueous systems.

These results also indicate that the dynamic

behavior of water molecules cannot be characterized

by a simple mean relaxation time. The difference in

mobility of these water molecules observed by NMR

measurements does not have to quantitatively cor-

respond to the relaxation parameters obtained from

BDS measurements. This is because of the nanosec-

ond to picosecond time domain used in dielectric

measurements while NMR measurements require a

larger time scale, in tens of milliseconds, corre-

sponding to a larger length scale. The NMR mea-

surements should then reflect dynamic behaviors

obtained from an average in the larger space and time

scales. Nevertheless, the same conclusion of the

existence of various mobile properties, or the broad

distribution of water molecules, was obtained from

Figure 9 s–b diagram obtained for various aqueous systems and

a plot obtained for naturally dried samples of cotton cloth. The

various substances used for aqueous mixtures shown in the

figure follow commonly used abbreviations as;

poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) [19], poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)

[19], poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PVME) [19], poly(ethylenimine)

(PEI) [19], poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) [19], poly(allylamine) (PAlA)

[19], Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNiPAM) [43],

poly(acrylamide) (PAAm) [44], PAAm gels in water–acetone

mixtures (PAAm gel Acetone) [20, 44], PAAm gels in water-

dimethyl sulfoxide mixtures (PAAm gel DMSO) [20], PAAm gels

in water-1, 4-dioxane (PAAm gel 1, 4-dioxane) [20], trehalose

[45, 46], maltose [45, 46], pullulan [47], glucose [45, 46], rice

[48], hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) [46, 49, 50],1,2-

dipalmitoylsn-glycero-3-phosphacholine (liposome) [46, 51–53],

denatured chicken egg white (glass egg) [46, 54], ovalbumin

(OVA) [46, 55–58], gelatin [46, 58], bovine Achilles tendon

(collagen) [46, 58, 59]. The red arrow indicates the maximum

error estimated from the s value.

Figure 10 Echo time dependency of the intensity obtained by the

CPMG method of T2 relaxation time measurements of NMR for

the cotton yarn sample kept under 98% RH. Lines were obtained

from the fitting procedure for the fast process with a single

exponential function (blue) and the entire decay with a bi-

exponential function (green).
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these two different observation techniques, and their

consistent results are significant.

As described above, the present analysis with the

s–b diagram is focused on the plot area rather than on

values of the fractal dimension since conventional

analysis has often shown large fluctuations of fractal

dimension due to mathematical fitting procedures for

scattering data. With respect to a database of s–b
diagrams [14, 30], the cotton data were more promi-

nent than any dispersion systems previously

observed. By contrast, even in the same category of

protein–water systems, plots for collagen were

obtained in the area for solution systems and plots for

gelatin solutions were located in the area for disper-

sion systems. These results may seem opposing since

the more structured collagen shows a more solution-

like result and the coiled state of gelatin indicated a

dispersion-like result. However, these results can be

interpreted as HBNs in gelatin excluded from the

globular protein structure and HBNs remain around

collagen molecules and tropocollagen. In the case of

collagen, HBNs of water molecules and collagen

chains are mutually penetrating [30]. When this

model is applied to cotton cloth, it is presumed that

HBNs of water molecules cannot penetrate the 1-nm-

scale microfibrils of cellulose and that HBNs of water

molecules and microfibrils of cellulose cannot pene-

trate each other, like collagen. This model corre-

sponds well to NMR studies reported by Salmén et al.

[8]. The hydration properties of the cotton cloth

sample obtained in this study were similar to those

for conventional dispersion systems; however, the

relaxation time distribution parameters showed an

even smaller value. This low fractal dimension indi-

cates heterogeneous hydration in the cotton cloth

sample and similar dynamic behaviors for the bulk

water, even at a low average moisture content. The

cotton cloth sample is more inhomogeneous than

usual dispersion systems since various voids filled by

air exist, as well as heterogeneous cellulosic fibers.

There exist local high water content parts in the

sample, even for the low average water content

sample, and the HBN fragments exhibiting bulk-like

water contribute to the GHz frequency process. By

contrast, HBN fragments smaller than the correlation

length of HBN in bulk water have a low hydrogen

bond density, contribute to the lower-frequency

component of the relaxation time distribution, and

exhibit an overlap with water molecules bound to

cellulose in the same relaxation frequency range.

Even when the cotton cloth is naturally dried from

the large water content, water molecules are hetero-

geneously removed. The remaining water molecules

aggregate to retain the HBN fragment, which con-

tributes to the GHz process, and some water mole-

cules bound to cellulose form structures. However,

the GHz process has not been treated in conventional

investigations for low water content substances, and

the water structure related to the GHz process

extending to such a low-frequency region was eval-

uated for the first time. Considering consistency with

the hydration model proposed by Igarashi et al. [1–3],

the drying process of cotton cloth broadens the GHz

process, and the size distribution of HBN fragments

also shows broadening. The smaller size of the HBN

fragments contributes to the lower-frequency com-

ponents of the GHz process. Water molecules inter-

acting with the cellulose chains via HB observed

at * 1 MHz and those included in the low-frequency

tail of the GHz process cannot be distinguished

because of the overlap of the two relaxation pro-

cesses. However, the model of the stiffening mecha-

nism of cotton fabrics suggests that these restricted

water molecules are closely related to the stiffening

mechanism of the cotton fabric. When water mole-

cules are removed by mechanical stimulus or further

drying from the stiff fabrics in the dry state, the cot-

ton fabric is rejuvenated and the stiffening effect is

loosened. The slow component of water molecules

takes a single HB state with the cellulose molecules.

More detailed interpretations are expected to be

obtained from further investigations with the same

BDS analytical techniques and other complementary

observation techniques for water structures of cotton

materials modified by treatments with additives, for

example.

The fractal analysis shown in the present work

suggests dynamic behaviors and locations of water

molecules in the materials. In various areas wherein

water structures of aqueous systems, such as moist

materials, biomaterials, and cement materials, are

treated, the present analytical technique of BDS using

fractal analysis with the s–b diagram is expected to be

an effective and universal tool to clarify details of

hydration mechanisms.
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Conclusions

In the present work, the water structure of naturally

dried cotton cloth was investigated by BDS and

fractal analysis of spatial distribution of HBNs with

various fragment sizes performed with a s–b dia-

gram. The analysis of the GHz process revealed that

the mobility of water molecules significantly fluctu-

ated, reflecting variety in the agglutination/disper-

sion state of water molecules in the cotton cloth.

Comparisons of the b value (0.55) with the smaller

relaxation time with a database obtained from our

previous studies suggest that water molecules

involved in HBN fragments with various sizes tend

to disperse widely in a sample while aggregating

much stronger than other substances or conditions

currently reported. It is expected that the present

characterization technique providing more detailed

insights into the widely distributed water structures

that have not been covered in previous studies can be

applied to the evaluation of various properties of

cotton cloth samples in future developments of

material processing and fabric softener. It was also

shown that our analytical technique is effective for

universal analysis of water structures for moist

materials, even for those in which there exist serious

difficulties in measurements of the absolute value of

permittivity.
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